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Abstract
Integral forms provide a natural and powerful tool for the construction of supergravity actions. They are 
generalizations of usual differential forms and are needed for a consistent theory of integration on super-
manifolds. The group geometrical approach to supergravity and its variational principle are reformulated 
and clarified in this language. Central in our analysis is the Poincaré dual of a bosonic manifold embedded 
into a supermanifold. Finally, using integral forms we provide a proof of Gates’ so-called “Ectoplasmic 
Integration Theorem”, relating superfield actions to component actions.
© 2014 Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction
In the study of quantum field theories, of string theory and several other modern theoretical 
models the action is a fundamental bookkeeping device for all needed constraints, equations of 
motion and quantum corrections. In many cases having an action has tremendous advantages 
over the only knowledge of the equations of motion or other auxiliary constraints. In particular, 
the action encodes both the dynamics of the theory and the symmetries of the model (by means of 
Noether theorem) in a very compact formulation. Nonetheless, there are several situations where 
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example, it is not known whether a manifestly supersymmetric N = 4, D = 4 super-Yang–Mills 
action exists in superspace (which would guarantee the well-known renormalization theorems), 
and this is due to the self-duality constraints and to the lacking of an off-shell superspace formu-
lation. Again, no standard superspace action for type IIB D = 10 supergravity theory exists, due 
to the self-duality constraints on RR fields. For the same reasons, no superspace formulation of 
N = 2, D = 6 supergravity is known.
Furthermore, even when the superspace formulation exists, it is difficult to extract the com-
ponent action. This happens mainly for supergravity theories, where the superdeterminant of the 
supervielbein is needed for the construction of the action. In many cases, that computation is very 
cumbersome. On the other side in the work of Gates et al. [1–4] a new method is been provided to 
extract the component action from the superspace formulation. This is based on a formula which 
relates the superfield action to the component action via a density projection operator acting on 
a closed superform. This procedure incorporates the integration over the fermionic coordinates 
and the contributions due to the gravitons. We show here that the origin of that formula can be 
understood by interpreting the superfield action as an integral form. The relation between the 
density projection operator and the component action is achieved by partial integration using 
picture changing operators.
Three decades ago a group-based geometric approach to supergravity was put forward, known 
as group manifold approach [5,6], intermediate between the superfield and the component ap-
proaches. This framework provides a systematic algorithm to construct supergravities in any 
dimension. The starting point is a supergroup, and the fields of the theory are identified with the 
vielbein one-forms of (a manifold diffeomorphic to) the supergroup manifold. For example in 
D = 4, N = 1 supergravity the dynamical fields are the vierbein, the spin connection and the 
gravitino one-forms, dual respectively to the translation, Lorentz rotations and supersymmetry 
tangent vectors. Thus supermultiplets come out of supergroups, rather than from a superfield 
depending on bosonic and fermionic coordinates. Actions in D dimensions are constructed by 
considering integrals of D-form Lagrangians L on D-dimensional submanifolds of the super-
group manifold. The action depends in general also on how the submanifold is chosen inside 
the supergroup manifold, and the action principle includes also variations in the submanifold 
embedding functions. The resulting field equations are (D − 1)-form equations holding on the 
whole supergroup manifold. The way to relate these actions and their field equations to those 
of the “ordinary” D-dimensional supergravities is exhaustively illustrated by many examples in 
Ref. [5]. One of the advantages of this approach is that it yields the self-duality constraints of the 
D = 6 and D = 10 supergravities mentioned above as part of the equations of motion, besides 
allowing to construct the corresponding actions [7,8].
We show here how the variational principle of the group manifold approach can be reformu-
lated and clarified by using integral forms and the Poincaré dual of the submanifold. In particular 
we derive the condition for the embedding independence of the submanifold. This coincides 
with the condition for local supersymmetry invariance of the spacetime action, and reduces to 
the vanishing of the contraction of dL along tangent vectors orthogonal to the submanifold.
The paper has the following organization. In Section 2, the integration on supermanifolds is 
briefly discussed and presented both from a mathematical point of view, and from a more in-
tuitive/physical point of view. The integration on curved supermanifolds is also discussed. In 
Section 3, we describe, also for the case of supermanifolds, a simple and explicit form of the 
Poincaré dual as a singular localization form. The integration on a submanifold and the inde-
pendence of the embedding is discussed. The construction of the actions in the group-geometric 
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sider the relation between the integral of superforms in the ectoplasmic integration formalism 
and integral forms. The “ethereal conjecture” of Gates et al. [1–4] is proved using integral forms. 
Appendix A contains some additional material ancillary to the main text.
2. Integration on supermanifolds
In this section we give a short introduction to the theory of integration on supermanifolds 
(see for example the review by Witten [9]). The translation of the picture changing operators
into supergeometry has been explored in [10,11]. More recently, the application to target space 
supersymmetry and Chern–Simons theories have been discussed in [12]. Thom classes for super-
manifolds have been constructed in [13]. The picture changing operators have been introduced 
in string theory in [14], from world sheet point of view, and in [15], from target space point of 
view.
We start, as usual, from the case of the real superspace Rn|m with n bosonic (xi, i = 1, . . . , n) 
and m fermionic (θα, α = 1, . . . , m) coordinates. We take a function f (x, θ) in Rn|m with values 
in the real algebra generated by 1 and by the anticommuting variables, and we expand f as a 
polynomial in the variables θ :
f (x, θ) = f0(x)+ · · · + fm(x)θ1 . . . θm.
If the real function fm(x) is integrable in some sense in Rn, the Berezin integral of f (x, θ) is 
defined as:∫
Rn|m
f (x, θ)
[
dnxdmθ
]= ∫
Rn
fm(x)d
nx.
Note that dnx ≡ dx1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxn is a volume form (a top form) in Rn, but [dnx dmθ ] is just 
a formal symbol that has nothing to do neither with “exterior products”, nor with “top forms” 
mainly because if θ is a fermionic quantity, dθ is bosonic (dθ ∧ dθ = 0).
An important property of [dnx dmθ ] is elucidated by the following simple example: consider 
in R1|1 the function f (x, θ) = g(x)θ (with g(x) integrable function in R). We have:
∫
R1|1
f (x, θ)[dxdθ] =
+∞∫
−∞
g(x)dx.
If we rescale θ → λθ (λ ∈ R) we find f (x, θ) → λf (x, θ). For the integral to be invariant un-
der coordinate changes, the “measure” [dxdθ] must rescale as [dxdθ] → 1
λ
[dxdθ] and not as 
[dxdθ] → λ[dxdθ].
Generalizing this fact it is known that under general coordinate transformations in superspace 
the symbol [dnx dmθ ] transforms with the “Berezinian”, a.k.a. the superdeterminant, while dnx
transforms in Rn with the Jacobian determinant. This fact is very important, because superman-
ifolds are obtained by gluing together open sets1 homeomorphic to Rn|m. The transformation 
properties (i.e. transition functions) allow to define integration on supermanifolds. The concept 
1 The most natural topology in Rn|m is the topology in which the open sets are the complete cylinders over open sets 
in Rn . This “coarse” topology is then transferred to the supermanifold.
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what kind of object is “integrated”.
A brief review of the formal properties of integral forms [10,12] is given in Appendix A. Here 
we elaborate on their definition and on the computation of integrals.
The usual integration theory of differential forms for bosonic manifolds can be conveniently 
rephrased to shed light on its relations with Berezin integration.
We start again with a simple example: consider in R the integrable 1-form ω = g(x)dx (with 
g(x) integrable function in R). We have:
∫
R
ω =
+∞∫
−∞
g(x)dx.
Observing that dx is an anticommuting quantity, and denoting it by ψ , we could think of ω as a 
function on R1|1:
ω = g(x)dx = f (x,ψ) = g(x)ψ. (2.1)
This function can be integrated à la Berezin reproducing the usual definition:
∫
R1|1
f (x,ψ)[dxdψ] =
+∞∫
−∞
g(x)dx =
∫
R
ω.
Note that (as above) the symbol [dxdψ] is written so as to emphasize that we are integrating on 
the two variables x and ψ , hence the dx inside [dxdψ] is not identified with ψ .
This can be generalized as follows. Denoting by M , a bosonic differentiable manifold with 
dimension n, we define the exterior bundle Ω•(M) =∑np=0∧p(M) as the direct sum of ∧p(M)
(sometimes denoted also by Ωp(M)). A section of ω of Ω•(M) can be written as
ω =
n∑
p=0
ω[i1...ip](x)dxi1 ∧ . . .∧ dxip (2.2)
where the coefficients ω[i1...ip](x) are functions on M and the indices [i1, . . . , ip] are antisym-
metrized. The integral of ω is defined as:
I [ω] =
∫
M
ω =
∫
M
i1...inω[i1...in](x) dnx. (2.3)
At first sight this might seem a bit strange, but we are actually saying that in the definition of the 
integral only the “part of top degree” of ω is involved. This opens the way to the relations between 
the integration theory of forms and the Berezin integral, that can be exploited by substituting 
every 1-form dxi with a corresponding Grassmann variable ψi . A section of ω of Ω•(M) is 
viewed as a function on a supermanifold M with coordinates (xi, ψi)
ω(x,ψ) =
n∑
p=0
ω[i1...ip](x)ψi1 . . .ψip ; (2.4)
such functions are polynomials in ψ ’s. Supposing now that the form ω is integrable we have as 
above that the Berezin integral “selects” the top degree component of the form:
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∫
M
ω(x,ψ)
[
dnxdnψ
]= ∫
M
ω. (2.5)
If the manifold is equipped with a metric g (that for the moment we assume globally defined), 
we can expand a generic form ω on the basis of forms ψa = eai dxi (a = 1, . . . , n) such that 
g = ψa ⊗ψbηab where ηab is the flat metric on the tangent space T (M) and we have that
I [ω,g] =
∫
M
ω(x, e)
[
dnxdmψ
]= ∫
M
e i1...inω[i1...in](x)dnx
=
∫
M
√
g i1...inω[i1...in](x) dnx, (2.6)
where e = det(eai ), and g = det(gij ). Again, we use the Berezin integral to select the top degree 
component of the form. Notice that the last integral can be computed if suitable convergence 
conditions are satisfied according to Riemann or Lebesgue integration theory.
In the following we will need also distributions, and therefore we consider expressions that 
factorize i1...inω[i1...in](x) into a distributional part 1√g
∏n
i=1 δ(xi) (the additional 1√g is added 
for covariance under diffeomorphisms) and into a test function ω˜(x) (for example, belonging to 
the space of fast decreasing functions). In this case:
∫
M
ω =
∫
M
ω˜(x)
[
n∏
i=1
δ
(
xi
)]
dnx = ω˜(0), (2.7)
where in the last term we evaluate the expression at xi = 0. In this case, the compactness of the 
space or other convergence conditions do not matter, since the measure is concentrated in the 
point xi = 0. The points xi where the integral is localized can be moved by suitable diffeomor-
phisms.
We denote now by M a supermanifold with coordinates (xi, θα) (with i = 1, . . . , n and 
α = 1, . . . , m) and we consider the “exterior” bundle Ω•(M) as the direct sum of bundles of 
fixed degree forms. The local coordinates in the total space of this bundle are (xi, dθα, dxj , θβ), 
where (xi, dθα) are bosonic and (dxj , θβ) fermionic. In contrast to the pure bosonic case, 
a top form does not exist because the 1-forms of the type dθα commute among themselves 
dθα ∧ dθβ = dθβ ∧ dθα . Then we can consider forms of any degree (wedge products are omit-
ted in the following)
ω =
n∑
p=0
∞∑
l=0
ω[i1...ip](α1...αl )(x, θ)dxi1 . . . dxipdθα1 . . . dθαl (2.8)
where the coefficients ω[i1...ip](α1...αl )(x, θ) are functions on the supermanifold M with the first 
1, . . . , p indices antisymmetrized and the last 1, . . . , l symmetrized.
The component functions ω[i1...ip](α1...αl )(x, θ) are polynomial expressions in the θα and their 
coefficients are functions of xi only. However, we can adopt a different point of view: instead 
of simply expanding formally a generic form ω(x, θ, dx, dθ) in dθ , we can consider analytic 
functions of the bosonic variables dθ and in addition we will admit also distributions acting on 
the space of test functions of dθ . In this way, the exterior bundle in the dθ directions is a conven-
tional bosonic manifold with coordinates dθα and the superforms become distribution-valued on 
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usual properties of the Dirac delta function δ(x). As explained in Appendix A, one must have:
δ
(
dθα
)
δ
(
dθβ
)= −δ(dθβ)δ(dθα). (2.9)
Therefore, the product of all Dirac’s delta functions δm(dθ) ≡ ∏mα=1 δ(dθα) serves as a “top 
form”.
An integral form ω(p|q) belonging to Ω(p|q)(M) is characterized by two indices (p|q): the 
first index is the usual form degree and the second one is the picture number which counts the 
number of delta’s. For a top form, that number must be equal to the fermionic dimension of the 
space. Consequently, an integral form reads:
ω(p|q) =
p∑
r=1
ω[i1...ir ](αr+1...αp)[β1...βq ]dxi1 . . . dxir dθαr+1 . . . dθαpδ
(
dθβ1
)
. . . δ
(
dθβq
)
(2.10)
with ω[i1...ir ](αr+1...αp)[β1...βq ](x, θ) superfields.
The dθα appearing in the product and those appearing in the delta functions are reorganized
respecting the rule dθαδ(dθβ) = 0 if α = β . We see that if the number of delta’s is equal to the 
fermionic dimension of the space no dθ can appear; if moreover the number of the dx is equal 
to the bosonic dimension the form (of type ω(n|m)) is a top form.
Notice that ω(p|q) as written above is not the most generic form, since we could have added the 
derivatives of delta functions (and they indeed turn out to be unavoidable and will play an impor-
tant role). They act by reducing the form degree according to the rule dθαδ′(dθα) = −δ(dθα), 
where δ′(x) is the first derivative of the delta function with respect to its variable. (We denote 
also by δ(p)(x) the p-derivative.)
We also define as a superform a 0-picture integral form Ω(p|0)
ω(p|0) =
p∑
r=1
ω[i1...ir ](αr+1...αp)dxi1 . . . dxir dθαr+1 . . . dθαp
= ωM1...Mp (Z)dZM1 . . . dZMp (2.11)
where the first indices are antisymmetrized while the spinorial indices α1 . . . αs are symmetrized. 
In the last line, we have collectively denoted by ZM the superspace coordinates and the indices 
M1 . . .Mp of the superform are graded symmetric.
Integral top forms (with maximal form degree in the bosonic variables and maximal number 
of delta forms) are the only objects we can hope to integrate on supermanifolds.
In general, if ω is a form in Ω•(M), its integral on the supermanifold is defined as follows: 
(in analogy with the Berezin integral for bosonic forms):∫
M
ω =
∫
M
ω(x, θ, dx, dθ)
[
dnx dmθdn(dx )dm(dθ)
]
≡
∫
M
i1...inβ1...βmω[i1...in][β1...βm](x, θ)
[
dnx dmθ
] (2.12)
where the last integral over M is the usual Riemann–Lebesgue integral over the coordi-
nates xi (if it is exists) and the Berezin integral over the coordinates θα . The expressions 
ω[i ...in][β ...βm](x, θ) denote those components of (2.10) with no symmetric indices.1 1
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quantity, in fact it is locally a “product measure”, and we know that [dxdθ] → 1
λ
[dxdθ] and 
[d(dx )d(dθ)] → λ[d(dx )d(dθ)]. This can be extended to general coordinate transformations, 
and the outcome is that [dnx dmθdn(dx )dm(dθ)] is an invariant measure.
It is clear now that we cannot integrate a generic ω(x, θ, dx, dθ). Suppose that the Riemann–
Lebesgue integrability conditions are satisfied with respect to the x variables; the integrals over 
dx and θ (being Berezin integrals) pose no further problem but, if ω(x, θ, dx, dθ) has a poly-
nomial dependence in the (bosonic) variables dθ , the integral diverges unless ω(x, θ, dx, dθ)
depends on the dθ only through the product of all the “distributions” δ(dθα).2 This solves the 
problem of the divergences for all the dθα variables because∫
δ
(
dθα
)[
d
(
dθα
)]= 1. (2.13)
Summing up we can integrate only integral forms ω, the integral selecting only forms contained 
in ω with top degree in bosonic variables and top picture number, namely the so-called integral 
top forms.
In order to shorten notations, when the “variables of integration” are evident, we will omit 
in the integrals all the “integration measures symbols” such as [dnx dmθdn(dx)dm(dθ)] or 
[dnx dmθ ].
In the case of curved supermanifolds, by expressing the 1-forms dxi and dθα in terms of the 
supervielbeins EAM ≡ (eiM, eαM) (where A runs over the flat indices i and α, and M runs over the 
curved indices), we have∫
Ω•(M)
ω
(
x, θ, ei, eα
)= ∫
M
E i1...inα1...αm ω[i1...in][α1...αm](x, θ) (2.14)
where E = sdet(EAM) is the superdeterminant (the Berezinian) of the supermatrix EAM(x, θ). As 
usual this definition is invariant under (orientation preserving super) diffeomorphisms.
3. Poincaré duals and variational principles on submanifolds
As discussed in the introduction, we consider a submanifold S of a bigger space M – that 
could be also a supermanifold – and we give a recipe to construct an action I on that submanifold. 
The next step is to derive the equations of motion from a variational principle varying both the 
Lagrangian L and the embedding of the submanifold into M. This can be achieved by extending 
the integral of the Lagrangian L to an integral over the entire bigger space M. For that we 
need the notion of the Poincaré dual of the submanifold S into M. The result is an extended 
Lagrangian, depending dynamically on the fields and on the embedding functions, integrated 
over a fixed manifold M.
3.1. Poincaré duals
We start with a submanifold S of dimension s of a differentiable manifold M of dimension n. 
We take an embedding i:
2 We could (as explained above) also admit a more general dθ dependence, i.e. in the form of a test function in the dθα
multiplied by the product of all distributions δ(dθα), but this generalization is not needed here.
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and a compact support form L ∈ Ωs(M). The Poincaré dual of S is a closed form ηS ∈
Ωn−s(M) such that ∀L:
I [L,S] =
∫
S
i∗L =
∫
M
L∧ ηS (3.1)
where i∗ is the pull-back of forms. We are not interested here in a rigorous mathematical treat-
ment (see [16]) and we take a heuristic approach well-adapted for the generalization to the 
supermanifold case. In the symbol I [L, S], we have recalled the dependence upon the embed-
ding of S into M.
If we suppose that the submanifold S is described locally by the vanishing of n–s coordinates 
t1, . . . , tn−s , its Poincaré dual can also be described as a singular closed localization form (the 
correct mathematics is the de Rham current theory [17]):
ηS = δ
(
t1
)
. . . δ
(
tn−s
)
dt1 ∧ . . .∧ dtn−s . (3.2)
This distribution-valued form is clearly closed (from the properties of the delta distributions 
d δ(t) = δ′(t)dt and from dti ∧ dti = 0). This form belongs to Ωn−s(M) and is constructed in 
such a way that it projects on the submanifold t1 = · · · = tn−s = 0 and orthogonally to dt1 ∧
. . . ∧ dtn−s . Thus, by multiplying a given form L ∈ Ωs(M) by ηS , the former is restricted to 
those components which are not proportional to the differentials dt i .
Observing that the Dirac δ-function of an odd variable (dt is odd if t is even) coincides with 
the variable itself (as can be seen using Berezin integration), we rewrite ηS as a form that will 
turn out to be very useful for generalization (omitting wedge symbols):
ηS = δ
(
t1
)
. . . δ
(
tn−s
)
δ
(
dt1
)
. . . δ
(
dtn−s
) (3.3)
which heuristically corresponds to the localization to t1 = · · · = tn−s = 0 and dt1 = · · · =
dtn−s = 0. Note that if a submanifold S is described by the vanishing of n − s functions 
f 1(t) = · · · = f n−s(t) = 0 the corresponding Poincaré dual ηS is:
ηS = δ
(
f 1
)
. . . δ
(
f n−s
)
δ
(
df 1
)
. . . δ
(
df n−s
)
.
This form, when written completely in terms of the t i coordinates, contains also the derivatives 
of the δ’s because of the expansion of δ(f ) and δ(df ) in terms of t i .
If we change (in the same homology class) the submanifold S to S ′ the corresponding 
Poincaré duals ηS and ηS ′ are known to differ by an exact form:
ηS − ηS ′ = dγ.
This can be easily proved by recalling that the Poincaré duals are closed dηS = 0 and any varia-
tion (denoted by ) of ηS is exact:
ηS = d
(
f δ(f )
)
. (3.4)
Given the explicit expression of ηS , it is easy to check Eq. (3.4) by expanding both members 
(assuming that  follows the Leibniz rule) and using the distributional laws of δ’s.
Using this property we can show that, if dL = 0 (in M since dS(i∗L) = 0 trivially in S), then 
the action does not depend on the embedding of the submanifold. Indeed varying the embedding 
amounts to vary the Poincaré dual, so that the variation of the integral reads
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S] =
∫
M
L∧ηS =
∫
M
L∧ dξS = (−)s
∫
M
dL∧ ξS (3.5)
where ηS = dξS .
The same arguments apply in the case of supermanifolds. Consider a submanifold S of di-
mension s|q of a supermanifold M of dimension n|m. We take an embedding i:
i : S →M
and an integral form L ∈ Ωs|q(M) (integrable in the sense of superintegration when pulled back 
on S). The Poincaré dual of S is a d-closed form ηS ∈ Ωn−s|m−q(M) such that:∫
S
i∗L =
∫
M
L∧ ηS .
Again we can write:
ηS = δ
(
f 1
)
. . . δ
(
f ...
)
δ
(
df 1
)
. . . δ
(
df ...
)
where the f ’s are the functions defining (at least locally) the submanifold S . Here some of them 
are even functions and some of them are odd functions, accordingly the Poincaré dual is a closed 
integral form that, written in the coordinates (x, θ), contains delta forms and their derivatives.
Again it is easy to check that any variation of ηS is d-exact:
ηS = d
(
(f )f δ′(df )
)
. (3.6)
Note that the two formulae (3.4) and (3.6) for the variation of ηS can be combined in a formula 
that holds true in both cases:
ηS = d
(
f δ(f )δ′(df )
)
. (3.7)
Indeed, one has δ′(df ) = 1 or δ(f ) = f when f is respectively bosonic or fermionic.
Before considering some examples, we have to spend a few words on the general form of the 
Poincaré dual in the case of supermanifolds:
η
(n−s|m)
S =
d∑
l=0
η[i1...in−s+l ](x, θ)dxi1 . . . dxin−s+l ∂ lδm(dθ) (3.8)
where we have added l-derivatives ∂l on the Dirac delta functions (for the moment we have 
not specified how these derivatives are distributed on δm(dθ), but we have to admit all pos-
sible combinations and, for each of them, we have new coefficients η[i1...in−s+l ](x, θ)). Acting 
with derivatives on Dirac delta’s we decrease the form number which must be compensated by 
adding more 1-forms dx up to the maximum n (this implies also that the maximum number 
of derivatives is s). In principle, we could have also added dθ , but these can be removed by 
integration by parts. Notice that the simple Poincaré dual given in (3.3) is included in the gen-
eral expression (3.8). If we consider again the integral with L, by integration-by-parts and by 
using the property dθδ′(dθ) = −δ(dθ), we can finally take into account all possible directions 
(namely also the dθ directions). We would like also to underline that the different coefficients 
η[i1...in−s+l ](x, θ) parametrize all possible embeddings of the submanifold S into the supermani-
fold M(n|m). In particular they parametrize how the coordinates of the submanifold are written 
in terms of those of the complete supermanifold and this amounts to the choice of derivatives of 
Dirac delta’s.
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and θ2. The form L = θ1δ(dθ2) ∈ Ω(0|1) can be integrated over the submanifold R(0|1) since it 
is a 0-form with 1-picture. The embedding of R(0|1) is chosen by setting a θ1 + b θ2 = 0 with 
a, b ∈ R. We can compute the integral in two ways: the first is by using θ1 = − b
a
θ2 and by 
re-expressing L in terms of the coordinate θ2 only. Thus
L = −b
a
θ2δ
(
dθ2
)
and the integral gives:
I
[
L, (a, b)
]= ∫
R(0|1)
L = −b
a
.
The second way is as follows. The Poincaré dual of R(0|1) into R(0|2) is
ηS = δ
(
a θ1 + b θ2)δ(a dθ1 + b dθ2).
The first delta function can be rewritten as a θ1 + b θ2 because of the anticommutativity of θ ’s. 
Multiplying ηS by L we obtain:
L∧ ηS = θ1δ
(
dθ2
)
δ
(
a θ1 + b θ2)δ(a dθ1 + b dθ2)
= θ1(a θ1 + b θ2)δ(dθ2)δ(a dθ1 + b dθ2)
= bθ1θ2δ(dθ2)δ(a dθ1)= −b
a
θ1θ2 δ
(
dθ1
)
δ
(
dθ2
)
.
Thus 
∫
R(0|2) L ∧ ηS = −b/a which coincides with the computation above. The integral depends 
upon the embedding parameters (a, b) (and is not defined for a = 0). Repeating the same com-
putation with a closed form (for example θ1δ(dθ1)), it is easy to see that the integral equals 1
and does not depend on the embedding parameters as expected.
3.2. Variational principle
The action I [L, S] is a functional of L and S , and therefore varying it means varying both L
and S . The latter corresponds to varying ηS . The variational principle leads to
I [L,S] = 
∫
S
i∗L =
∫
M
(L∧ ηS +L∧ηS) = 0. (3.9)
The variation has two terms. The first one contains the variation of the Lagrangian L over the 
entire space and the second one the variation of the embedding. However, in the second term we 
use the exactness of the variation of ηS (ηS = dξS ) and by integration by parts we can rewrite 
the variation of the action as
I [L,S] =
∫
M
(
L∧ ηS + (−)sdL∧ ξS
) (3.10)
where s is the degree of the form L. The expression ξS is arbitrary since it corresponds to an 
arbitrary variation of S , and therefore both terms of the integral must vanish separately leading 
to the equations of motion
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Since the variation of L under  is an arbitrary variation, the first equation implies the second 
one and therefore, on the equations of motion L = 0 (only), the integral I [L, S] is independent 
of S . This is somehow rather obvious, but it is interesting to notice that in many cases dL = 0
holds only on a subset of the equations of motion, and in some cases it holds completely off-shell.
As an example we consider 3d-Euclidean gravity on a 3d-submanifold S (for example a 
3d-topological sphere) embedded into R4. The Poincaré dual is given by ηS = δ(f )df where 
S = {f−1(0)}. The action is given by
I [ω,V,f ] =
∫
S
i∗abcRab(ω)∧ V c =
∫
R4
abcR
ab(ω)∧ V c ∧ δ(f )df, (3.12)
where ω is the spin connection, Rab = dωab − ωac ∧ ωcb , V a is the dreibein and f is the 
embedding function. The equations of motion are given by
Rabδ(f )∧ df = 0, T aδ(f )∧ df = 0,
d
(
abcR
ab ∧ V c)= abcRab(ω)∧ T c = 0, (3.13)
where the torsion is defined as T a = dV a +ωab∧V b . Notice that the equation on the first line are 
valid for any f , and this implies that Rab = 0, T a = 0 on the entire space R4. The last equation 
is a consequence of the first two equations together with the Bianchi identity DRab = 0 (where 
D is the Lorenz covariant derivative), but we observe that only one is sufficient to guarantee the 
vanishing of the last equation. Namely, for a torsionless connection ω, dL = 0 off-shell and ω
can be expressed in terms of V a (second order formalism).
We consider now 4d-Einstein gravity and we would like to embed the Einstein–Hilbert La-
grangian (defined on 4-dimensional space S) in a bigger 10-dimensional space M viewed as the 
group manifold associated to Poincaré symmetry generated by the translations and by Lorentz 
transformations. The coordinates of M are the usual xa and the “Lorentz coordinates” yab. The 
exterior bundle Ω•(M) is parametrized by the vielbeins V a , ωab (they are interpreted as the 
usual 4d-vielbein and the spin connection). The curvatures T a (associated to the translations) 
and Rab (associated to the Lorentz transformations) can be decomposed along the complete ba-
sis
T a = T abV b + T abcωbc,
Rab = RabcdV c ∧ V d +Rabc,deV c ∧ωde +Rabcd,ef ωcd ∧ωef . (3.14)
We denote by inner components the coefficients along V a ∧ V b and outer the remaining ones.
The EH action is written as
IEH[ω,V ] =
∫
S
i∗
(
Rab ∧ V c ∧ V dabcd
)= ∫
M
Rab ∧ V c ∧ V dabcd ∧ ηS (3.15)
where ηS is the Poincaré dual of S in M. Under the conditions discussed above the equations of 
motion on the big space M are
abcdT
c ∧ V d ∧ ηS = 0, abcdRab ∧ V d ∧ ηS = 0. (3.16)
The field equations are 3-form equations on M. Their content can be extracted by projecting on a 
complete basis of 3-forms in M. The first equation is then found to imply T a = 0 (i.e. the torsion 
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the Lorentz curvature Rab and to the Einstein equations for the inner components Rabcd :
Racbc − 12δ
a
bR
cd
cd = 0. (3.17)
It is easy to check that the field equations imply
d
(
Rab ∧ V c ∧ V dabcd
)= 0
by using dL = DL (the covariant exterior derivative for any Lorentz invariant quantity L), the 
Bianchi identity DRab = 0 and the field equation T a = 0.
3.3. Invariances of the action
By construction, integrals of top forms are invariant under (infinitesimal) diffeomorphisms 
(hereafter simply called diffeomorphisms). Indeed the action of a Lie derivative L along a tan-
gent vector  on a top form Ω is a total derivative d(ιΩ). We consider the Lagrangian L(μ) as 
a function of the fields μ which are p-forms, their wedge products and their exterior derivative. 
Thus one knows a priori that the action
I
[
L(μ),S]= ∫
M
L(μ)∧ ηS (3.18)
is invariant under diffeomorphisms in M, L ∧ ηS being a top form. The variation of this action 
under diffeomorphisms can be written again as a sum of two pieces:
δI = 0 =
∫
M
LL∧ ηS +
∫
S
L∧LηS . (3.19)
Consider first  to be a tangent vector lying along S , so that we are dealing with diffeomorphisms 
in the S submanifold (we call them for short x-diff’s). The x-diff’s do not change the embedding 
of S inside M, and therefore leave unchanged the Poincaré dual ηS . Thus for x-diff’s
δI = 0 =
∫
M
LL∧ ηS (3.20)
and we find that varying only the Lagrangian L under x-diff’s leaves the action (3.18) invari-
ant. Since the fields μ appear only in the Lagrangian, the action I is invariant under x-diff’s 
variations of the fields μ. In terms of the embedding i, the variation of I under x-diff’s given in 
Eq. (3.20) can be written as
δ
∫
S
i∗L = 0 =
∫
S
i∗(LL). (3.21)
The l.h.s. corresponds to a variation of the fields in i∗(L), the r.h.s. corresponds to a diffeomor-
phism variation of L.
The situation is different when the tangent vector  lies outside the tangent space of S (we 
call the corresponding diffeomorphisms y-diff’s). In this case, the embedding of S inside M
changes under the action of the Lie derivative L , and the second term of Eq. (3.19) is present. 
Recalling that dηS = 0, this term reduces, after integration by parts, to (−)s
∫
dL ∧ ιηS . Thus M
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y-diff’s applied to the fields μ are invariances of the action I if dL = 0.
Actually the condition for y-diff’s on μ to be invariances of I is weaker: indeed it is sufficient 
to have ιdL = 0. This can be checked directly by varying L in the action under y-diff’s:∫
M
LL∧ ηS =
∫
M
[
(ιdL)∧ ηS + d(ιL)∧ ηS
]
. (3.22)
Integrating by parts the second term and recalling that dηS = 0 proves that the action I is invari-
ant under y-diff’s applied to the fields μ when ιdL = 0.
The last equation (3.22) can also be used to study the dependence of the action upon the 
embedding functions. We know that 
∫
S L ∧LηS = − 
∫
MLL ∧ ηS from Eq. (3.19). Thus any 
variation of the embedding (generated by L , with an arbitrary  outside S) can be compensated 
by a y-diff’s on L. On the other hand, we have seen that y-diff’s on L do not change the action 
when ιdL = 0 with  in the y-directions, and therefore this is also the condition for I to be 
independent on the particular embedding of S .
Let us come back to our example, pure gravity in the group manifold approach, where the 
“big space” M is (a smooth deformation of) the Poincaré group manifold, and the “small space” 
S is the usual Minkowski spacetime. Usual x-diff’s on the fields V a and ωab leave the action 
invariant, while y-diff’s, i.e. diffeomorphisms along the Lorentz directions of M, are invariances 
when applied to V a and ωab if ιt dL = 0 (t = tab∂yab being the tangent vectors in the Lorentz 
directions, dual to the spin connection ωab). Let us check whether this condition holds. Replacing 
again the exterior derivative d with the covariant exterior derivative D, and using the Bianchi 
identity DRab = 0 and definition of the torsion, we find the condition:
ιt dL = ιt
(
Rab ∧ T c ∧ V d)abcd = 0. (3.23)
Using now the Leibniz rule for the contraction, and ιt (V a) = 0, leads to the condition that all 
outer components of Rab and T a must vanish. These conditions are part of the field equa-
tions previously derived. In particular they do not involve the “inner” field equations, i.e. 
the Einstein equations. On this “partial shell” the action is invariant under y-diff’s (“Lorentz 
diffeomorphisms”) applied to the fields.
The vanishing of outer components of the curvature is also called horizontality of the curva-
ture.
When horizontality of RA in the y-directions holds, the dependence of fields μA(x, y) on y is 
completely determined by their value μA(x, 0) on the embedded hypersurface S . Indeed in this 
case an infinitesimal y-diffeomorphism on μB(x, 0) can be written as
μB(x, δy) = μB(x,0) + dδyB +CBCDμC(x,0)δyD (3.24)
and shows that μB(x, δy) is determined by the value of the field μ at y = 0. This equation can be 
integrated to reconstruct the y-dependence of μB(x, y) (at least in a sufficiently small connected 
neighborhood of y = 0).
A milder form of horizontality occurs when the outer components of the curvature RA do not 
vanish, but are proportional to linear combinations of inner components of RA. The curvature is 
then said to be rheonomic. In this case a diffeomorphism in the outer directions involves only 
the values of μA(x, 0), and of its x-space derivatives ∂
∂xμ
μA(x, 0), contained in the inner com-
ponents of RA. Again the value of μA(x, 0) on the hypersurface S determines the y-dependence 
of μA(x, y) on the manifold M. This situation is very common in supergravity theories, where 
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preted as supersymmetry transformations.
3.4. Field transformation rules
Let us have a closer look at the variation of the fields μ under (infinitesimal) diffeomorphisms. 
The transformation rule is given by the action of the Lie derivative on μ:
δμ = Lμ = dιμ+ ιdμ. (3.25)
When μA is the vielbein of a (deformed) group manifold M (the index A running on the Lie 
algebra of G), the variation formula (3.25) takes the suggestive form:
δμ
B = dB +CBCDμCD + ιRB ≡ (∇)B + ιRB (3.26)
where CBCD are the G-structure constants,  = AtA is a generic tangent vector expanded on 
the tangent basis tA dual to the cotangent (vielbein) basis μB , and ∇ is the G-covariant exterior 
derivative. To prove this one just uses the definition of the group curvatures:
RA = dμA + 1
2
CABCμ
B ∧μC (3.27)
that allow to re-express dμA in terms of RA and bilinears of vielbeins.
When the group curvatures RA are horizontal in the directions of some subgroup H of G, 
the diffeomorphisms along the H -directions become gauge transformations, as one sees im-
mediately from the diffeomorphism variation formula (3.26): indeed in this case the contracted 
curvature term vanishes, and the variation amounts to the covariant derivative of the parame-
ter . Thus the group-geometric approach provides a unified picture of the symmetries (gauge or 
diffeomorphisms): they all originate from diffeomorphism invariance in M.
In our example of pure gravity where M is a deformed Poincaré manifold, the y-diff’s trans-
formation rules (3.26) are obtained by choosing the tangent vector  in the Lorentz directions, 
 = abtab , and by using the horizontality of T a and Rab in the Lorentz directions. One finds
δV
a = abV b, δωab = Dab ≡ dab −ωaccb +ωbcca (3.28)
reproducing the Lorentz gauge variations of the vielbein and the spin connection. The infinites-
imal parameter of the diffeomorphism transformation ab in the Lorentz coordinates is then 
re-interpreted as the local Lorentz gauge parameter. The Einstein–Hilbert action on S is invari-
ant under these transformations.
3.5. Supersymmetry
In the group-geometric approach to supergravity theories, the “big” manifold M is a super-
group manifold, and there are fermionic vielbeins ψ (the gravitini) dual to the fermionic tangent 
vectors in M. The diffeomorphisms in the fermionic directions are a particular instance of the 
general rule (3.26). When rheonomy holds, the fermionic diffeomorphisms are seen as (local) 
supersymmetry variations of the fields. To illustrate this mechanism, we consider the example 
of D = 4 simple supergravity, for which G is the super-Poincaré group. The fields μA are in 
this case the vielbein V a , the gravitino (a Majorana 1-form fermion) ψ , and the spin connection 
ωab corresponding respectively to the translations, supersymmetries and Lorentz rotations of the 
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constants of the Lie superalgebra:
T a = dV a −ωacV c − i
2
ψ¯γ aψ, ρ = dψ − 1
4
ωabγabψ,
Rab = dωab −ωacωcb (3.29)
defining respectively the supertorsion, the gravitino field strength and the Lorentz curvature. All 
forms live on M = (deformed) super-Poincaré group manifold. The action is a 4-form integrated 
on a S (diffeomorphic to Minkowski spacetime) submanifold of M:
I [V,ω,ψ] =
∫
S
RabV cV dabcd + 4ψ¯γ5γaρV a. (3.30)
The field equations, when projected on all the M directions, give the following conditions on the 
curvatures:
Rab = RabcdV c ∧ V d −
(
abcd ρ¯cdγ5γe + δ[ae b]cdf ρ¯df γ5γc
)∧ψ ∧ V e, (3.31)
T a = 0, (3.32)
ρ = ρabV a ∧ V b, (3.33)
where the spacetime (inner) components Rabcd , ρab satisfy the propagation equations
Racbc − 12δ
a
bR
cd
cd = 0, γ abcρbc = 0, (3.34)
respectively the Einstein and the gravitino field equations. Eqs. (3.31)–(3.33), an output of the 
equations of motion, are rheonomic conditions. Indeed the only nonvanishing outer components 
(those of Rab) are given in terms of the inner components ρab.
The symmetries of the theory are encoded in the general diffeomorphism formula (3.26), and 
are given by ordinary S diffeomorphisms, local Lorentz rotations (diff’s in the Lorentz direc-
tions) and local supersymmetry transformations (diff’s in the fermionic directions). The latter 
read:
δV
a = i¯γ aψ, δωab = 2θ¯ abcV c, δψ = d − 14ω
abγab (3.35)
where θ¯ abc are the ψV c components of Rab given in (3.31).
At this juncture, one may wonder whether the action is invariant under supersymmetry trans-
formations: as discussed in a previous subsection, this will be the case if the contraction of dL
along fermionic tangent vectors vanishes. Computing this contraction we find that it does vanish 
provided the rheonomic conditions (3.31)–(3.33) hold [5, p. 685]. Thus the action is invariant 
only on the “partial shell” of the rheonomic conditions, and this invariance does not require the 
propagation equations.
However, the closure of the supersymmetry transformations does require also the propagation 
equations (3.34) to hold,3 and therefore the supersymmetry algebra closes only on shell.
3 This can be understood by checking Bianchi identities: after enforcing rheonomic constraints on the curvatures, 
Bianchi identities are not identities anymore, and other conditions may arise for them to hold. These other conditions are 
the propagation equations.
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metry algebra off-shell. Then one finds that the fermionic contractions of dL vanish identically 
without requiring any condition. This can be checked for example in the so-called new minimal 
D = 4, N = 1 supergravity (or Sohnius–West model [18]), where the super-Poincaré algebra is 
enlarged and auxiliary fields (a 1-form and a 2-form) enter the game. In fact in this case the 
natural algebraic framework is that of free differential algebras [5], a generalization of Lie alge-
bras, whose dual formulation in terms of Cartan–Maurer equations is generalized to contain also 
p-form fields.
4. Ectoplasmic integration with integral forms
We would like to put in relation the so-called Ectoplasmic technique (Ethereal Integration 
Theorem) with integral forms. The main point is to prove, by using the integral forms, the so-
called “ectoplasmic integration theorem”. This theorem states that, given a function L of the 
superspace (also known as superspace action) on a curved supermanifold M whose geometry is 
described by the supervielbein EAM (see Eq. (2.14)), its integral
IM =
∫
M
EL
[
dnxdmθ
] (4.1)
where E is the superdeterminant of EAM , is equal to the following integral
IS =
∫
S
eDmL∣∣
θ=0d
nx (4.2)
where e is the determinant of the vielbein ean of the bosonic submanifold S of M (more pre-
cisely, S is identified with the bosonic submanifold of M obtained by setting to zero the 
fermionic coordinates). The expression DmL|θ=0 denotes the action of a differential operator 
Dm on the function L evaluated at θ = 0. Dm is a symbol denoting a differential operator of 
order m in the superderivatives. The form of the differential operator is difficult to compute by 
usual Berezin integration since one has to evaluate the supervielbein EAM (at all orders of the 
θ -expansion), compute its superdeterminant and finally expand the product EL. That procedure 
leads to the form DmL|θ=0, where Dm is a combination of superderivatives, ordinary derivatives 
and non-derivative terms and the coefficients depend upon curvature, torsion and higher deriva-
tive supergravity tensors. The relation between IM and IS is easy in the case of flat superspace 
since there is no superdeterminant to be computed and all supergravity tensors drop out.
In order to circumvent this problem, Gates et al. proposed a new method to evaluate DmL|θ=0. 
First, one has to select a closed superform (that we will denote by L(n|0)) with degree equal to the 
dimension of the bosonic submanifold. The form must be closed on the complete supermanifold, 
namely dL(n|0) = 0, where d is the differential on the full supermanifold. The closure of the 
superform (and also its non-exactness) and the existence of a constant tensor imply that a given 
component of L(n|0) can be written in terms of this tensor times an arbitrary function Ω(x, θ) on 
the supermanifold. All other components of L(n|0) are either vanishing or written as combination 
of derivatives of the arbitrary function Ω(x, θ). The coefficients of those combinations are related 
again to supergravity tensors. The total result L(n|0) is a superform whose coefficients are given in 
terms of Ω(x, θ), a combination of derivatives and supergravity fields. The Ethereal conjecture
is that the unknown function Ω(x, θ) coincides with the superspace action L evaluated at θ = 0.
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we show that the integrals of Eq. (4.1) and Eq. (4.2) can be viewed as integrals of integral forms 
that can be related via the Poincaré dual. Finally, by changing the Poincaré dual by a different 
embedding of the bosonic submanifold into the supermanifold, we are able to show that indeed 
the function Ω(x, θ) does coincide with the superspace action L.
4.1. From ectoplasm to integral forms
The integral of L(n|0) (which we will denote in the following with ω(n|0)) on the bosonic 
submanifold IS is defined as follows
IS =
∫
S
i∗ω ≡
∫
Mm
ωˆ(n|0)
∣∣
θ=0 (4.3)
where S ≡ Mn ⊂ M(n|m) ≡ M is the bosonic submanifold (obtained by setting to zero the 
anticommuting variables in the transition functions) and ωˆ(n|0)|θ=0 is obtained from ω(n|0) by 
setting to zero both the dependence on θ and on 1-forms dθ
i∗ω = ωˆ(n|0)∣∣
θ=0 = ω[i1...in](x,0)dxi1 ∧ . . .∧ dxin . (4.4)
Notice that this superform can be integrated on the bosonic submanifold being a genuine n-form, 
and if the manifold S is curved we get
IS =
∫
S
ea1...anω[a1...an](x,0) (4.5)
where we have denoted by Latin letters a1, . . . , an the flat indices and e is the determinant of the 
vielbein eai .
The first crucial observation is that IS can be also rewritten, following the prescription de-
scribed in Section 2, as follows
IS =
∫
M(n|m)
ω ∧ ηS =
∫
M(n|m)
ω(n|0) ∧ θmδm(dθ) (4.6)
where, as usual, we denote by θm the product of all fermionic coordinates θα and by δm(dθ)
the wedge product of all Dirac delta functions δ(dθα). Then, the Poincaré dual in this case is 
ηS = θmδm(dθ) which is the product of “picture changing operators embedding the bosonic 
submanifold S into the supermanifold M in the simplest way θ1 = θ2 = · · · = 0.
The integration is performed over the entire supermanifold. A simple computation leads to the 
original result (4.3). This is clear since integrating over the dθ has the effect that all components 
of ω(n|0) in the dθ directions are set to zero, leading to ωˆ(n|0). The Berezin integral over the 
coordinates θ is simplified since the presence of the product θm forces us to pick up the first 
component of ωˆ(n|0), namely ωˆ(n|0)|θ=0 leading to the integral.
4.2. Closure and susy
The important point about (4.3) is the invariance under supersymmetry. The variation under 
supersymmetry of ωˆ(n|0) is given by a local translation in superspace
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
(
ωˆ(n|0)
∣∣
θ=0
)= (ω(n|0))∣∣θ=0 = α
(
∂
∂θα
+ (γ iθ)
α
∂i
)
ωˆ(n|0)
∣∣∣
θ=0
= α ∂
∂θα
ωˆ(n|0)
∣∣∣
θ=0 (4.7)
where the first equality is due to the variation of the field components in the expression of ωˆ(n|0)
(and therefore it does not matter whether it is computed at θ = 0), the second equality is just 
the expression of a susy transformation as a supertranslation in superspace. The last term can be 
rewritten as follows:
(∂αωˆi1...in )dx
i1 ∧ . . .∧ dxin = −n∂[i1ωi2...in]α dxi1 ∧ . . .∧ dxin (4.8)
where we have used the closure of the superform ω(n|0) = ω(n|0)M1...Mn dZM1 ∧ . . . ∧ dZMn (recall (4.4)), which implies
∂[M1ωM2...Mn+1) = 0 (4.9)
where the superindices M1, . . . , Mn+1 are graded-symmetrized. In this way, the r.h.s. of (4.7) is 
a derivative w.r.t. to bosonic coordinates xi and therefore, by integrating over Mn, the integral 
IS in (4.3) vanishes. So, the key requirement to guarantee the supersymmetric invariance of IS
is the closure of ω(n|0) as a superform in the full superspace.
Using (4.6), we observe that the integral form ω(n|0) ∧ θmδm(dθ) belongs to Ω(n|m), namely 
the space of top forms. The closure of ω(n|0) implies the closure of this integral form, since
d
(
θmδm(dθ)
)= 0.
We also notice that if ω(n|0) belongs to the d-cohomology H ∗(Ω(n|0)), so does the integral form, 
since θmδm(dθ) is in the d-cohomology H ∗(Ω(0|m)) (which are the class of forms with zero 
form degree and highest picture number, see [19]). However, the converse is not true:
d
(
ω(n|0)θmδm(dθ)
)= 0 ⇒ dω(n|0) = fαθα + gαdθα, (4.10)
dω(n|0) cannot be proportional to δ(dθ) since it must be a picture-zero form and fα must belong 
to Ω(n|0) while gα to Ω(n−1|0). However, by consistency we have d(fαθα + gαdθα) = 0, which 
implies that dfα = 0 and fα = −dgα . This yields fαθα + gαdθα = −d(gαθα) which can be 
reabsorbed into a redefinition of ω(n|0), leading to a closed form.
Again we can check the susy invariance of IS in the form (4.6). Performing the susy transfor-
mations leads to

(
ω(n|0)θmδm(dθ)
)= (ω(n|0))θmδm(dθ)+ω(n|0)m(θm−1)δm(dθ) (4.11)
where θα = α and (θm−1) ≡ α1...αmα1θα2 . . . θαm . Due to the closure of ω(n|0) we are in 
the same situation as above: the partial derivative w.r.t. to θ can be re-expressed as an x-derivative 
and its integral is then zero. The second piece is zero because we integrate over θ à la Berezin 
and, since ω(n|0) is computed at θ = 0 (being multiplied by θm), the integral vanishes.
4.3. Density projection operator
Now, we need to understand the integral obtained in (4.3) in terms of the superform ω(n|0)
by using the closure of it. We adopt the description given by Gates and we follow the same 
derivation.
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holonomic coordinates as follows
ωM1...MndZ
M1∧ . . .∧dZMn = ωΣ1...ΣnEΣ1 ∧ . . . ∧EΣn −→ ωˆ(n|0)
∣∣
θ=0
= (ωΣ1...ΣnEΣ1i1 . . .EΣnin )∣∣θ=0i1...indnx (4.12)
where we denote by Σ the non-holonomic superindices. So, we have:
ωˆ(n|0)
∣∣
θ=0 =
(
ωI1...InE
I1
i1
. . .E
In
in
+ · · · +ωA1...AnEA1i1 . . .E
An
in
)∣∣
θ=0
i1...indnx (4.13)
and EIi |θ=0 = eIi is the bosonic vielbein of the bosonic manifold Mn while EAi |θ=0 = ψAi where 
ψAi is the gravitino field of the supergravity model underlying it. Then,
ωˆ(n|0)
∣∣
θ=0 =
(
ωI1...Ine
I1
i1
. . . e
In
in
+ · · · +ωA1...AnψA1i1 . . .ψ
An
in
)∣∣
θ=0
i1...indnx. (4.14)
Using ψAI e
I
i = ψAi , it yields
ωˆ(n|0)
∣∣
θ=0 = e
(
ωI1...In + · · · +ωA1...AnψA1I1 . . .ψ
An
In
)∣∣
θ=0
I1...Indnx. (4.15)
The requirement that the superform must be closed, dω(n|0) = 0, expressed in terms of the 
non-holonomic basis, implies that
D[Σ1ω
(n|0)
Σ2...Σn+1) + T Γ [Σ1Σ2ω
(n|0)
|Γ |Σ3...Σn+1) = 0, (4.16)
where T Γ[Σ1Σ2) are the components of the torsion computed in the non-holonomic basis. The form 
ω(n|0) is defined up to gauge transformations
δω
(n|0)
[Σ1...Σn+1) = D[Σ1ΛΣ2...Σn+1) + T Γ [Σ1Σ2Λ|Γ |Σ3...Σn+1), (4.17)
the notation |Γ | excludes the index Γ from the graded symmetrization.
The coefficients of the torsion satisfy the Bianchi identities
D[Σ1T Γ Σ2Σ3) + T Λ(Σ1Σ2 T Γ|Λ|Σ3] = RΓ [Σ1Σ2Σ3) (4.18)
where RΓ[Σ1Σ2Σ3) are the components of the curvature. We also recall that [DΣ, DΓ ] =
T ΛΣΓ DΛ +RI J,ΣΓ MJ I where MJ I are the Lorentz generators.
The Bianchi identities become non-trivial equations when some of the components ωΣ1...Σn
are set to a given value. For example by choosing some of ωI1...IpAp+1...An with spinorial indices 
equal to zero, such that the next one
ωI1...Ip−1Ap...An = Ω(x, θ)tI1...Ip−1Ap...An
can be set equal a constant tensor tI1...Ip−1Ap...An (combination of Dirac gamma matrices and 
invariant tensors) where Ω(x, θ) is a superfield. The other components can be fixed by solving 
the Bianchi identities and it is easy to show that
ωI1...In = f A1...AmI1...In DA1 . . .DAmΩ + · · ·
where the dots are other tensors constructed out of curvature and derivative of it. The coefficients 
f
A1...Am
I1...In
are combinations of constant tensors. Inserting the solution of the Bianchi identities into 
the cumulative expression (4.15) one gets an expression of the density projector Dm
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∣∣
θ=0 = e
(
f
A1...Am
I1...In
DA1 . . .DAmΩ + · · · + fA1...AnψA1I1 . . .ψ
An
In
Ω
)∣∣
θ=0
I1...Indnx
≡ eDmΩ∣∣
θ=0d
nx. (4.19)
The exponent m denotes the maximal number of spinorial derivative. This conclude this review 
part on the density projection operator and we are finally in position to present a proof of the 
theorem.
4.4. Proof of the ectoplasmic integration theorem
At this point we need to study the other side of the Ectoplasmic Integration Theorem, namely 
we have to describe the integral IM in terms of a superform. For that we recall Eq. (2.14): the 
integral of a top integral form ω(n|m) reads
IM ≡
∫
M(n|m)
ω(n|m)
=
∫
M(n|m)
ω
(n|m)
[I1...In][A1...Am](x, θ)E
I1 ∧ . . .∧EIn ∧ δ(EA1)∧ . . .∧ δ(EAm)
= I1...InA1...Am
∫
M(n|m)
Eω
(n|m)
[I1...In][A1...Am](x, θ)d
nxδm(dθ)
=
∫
E I1...InA1...Amω
(n|m)
[I1...In][A1...Am](x, θ) (4.20)
where in the last step we have stripped out the integration over the 1-forms dnx and over 
the Dirac delta’s δm(dθ). We are then left with the integral over the bosonic coordinates 
and the Berezin integral over the fermionic coordinates. The latter can be performed by tak-
ing the derivatives with respect to the fermionic coordinates of the product Eω where ω =
I1...InA1...Amω
(n|m)
[I1...In][A1...Am](x, θ).
The main point here is the following: the superfield Ω(x, θ) appearing in the expression of 
ωˆ(n|0) – obtained by “integrating” the Bianchi identities with some constraints – has apparently 
nothing to do with the superfield A1...Amω(n|m)[I1...In][A1...Am](x, θ) appearing in (4.20). Thus, to 
prove the ectoplasmic integration formula one has to verify that they indeed coincide. In order 
to do that we observe that the superform ωˆ(n|0) belongs to the space Ω(n|0) which has vanishing 
picture number. Thus, in order to integrate it we need to change its picture by inserting Picture 
Changing Operators of the form
Y = MA(x, θ)δ(ψA)+NA(x, θ, dx)δ′(ψA)+ · · · (4.21)
where ψA are the gravitino superfields (also denoted by EA in the present work) and the 
dots stand for terms with higher derivative of Dirac delta functions. The functions MA(x, θ), 
NA(x, θ, dx), . . . are needed to impose dY = 0.
Therefore, we can construct a top integral form from ωˆ(n|0) as
ω(n|m) = ωˆ(n|0)A1...AmΦA1 . . .ΦAmδm(ψ), (4.22)
which has the correct picture number and the correct form number to be integrated on M(n|m). 
The symbol ΦAi denotes a function of θ ’s such that dΦAδ(ψA) = 0, giving a new arbitrary 
expression for the picture changing operator. Then it is easy to show that, by integrating by 
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tained is proportional to the superfield Ω(x, θ), and being the integral top-form sections of a 
one-dimensional line bundle (the Berezinian), we conclude that the superfields appearing in the 
expansion of ωˆ(n|0) and of A1...Amω(n|m)[I1...In][A1...Am](x, θ) are simply proportional and they can be 
chosen to be the same.
In other words, this corresponds to modifying the picture changing operators, but remaining 
in the same cohomology class. That implies that the two integrals are indeed equal since the delta 
functions appearing in Y soak up the gravitinos appearing in the density projection operator Dm.
Let summarize the main steps of the proof. We start by showing that both the integral IM
and IS can be written in terms of integral forms. The former is viewed as an integral of a den-
sity which is the coefficient of a top form of Ω(n|m). The second integral IS is converted into 
an integral of an integral form by introducing a suitable picture changing operator θmδm(dθ). 
However, the choice of the picture changing operator is arbitrary and therefore it can be changed 
into the new form (4.21), such that the gravitons ψA appear as arguments of the delta functions. 
Finally, the computation of the integral IS projects out all components of the combination except 
a superfield Ω(x, θ) which can be chosen to be equal to the density of IM.
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Appendix A
We do not wish here to give an exhaustive and rigorous treatment of integral forms. A sys-
tematic exposition of the matter can be found in the references quoted in Section 2.
As we said in Section 2, the problem is that we can build the space Ωk of k-superforms out 
of basic 1-superforms dθi and dxi and their wedge products, however the products between the 
dθi are necessarily commutative, since the θi’s are odd variables. Therefore, together with a 
differential operator d , the spaces Ωk form a differential complex
0 d−→ Ω0 d−→ Ω1 · · · d−→ Ωn d−→ · · · (A.1)
which is bounded from below, but not from above. In particular there is no notion of a top form 
to be integrated on the superspace Rp|q .
The space of integral forms is obtained by adding to the usual space of superforms a new 
set of basic “forms” δ(dθ), together with the derivatives δ(p)(dθ) (derivatives of δ(dθ) must be 
introduced for studying the behavior of the symbol δ(dθ) under sheaf morphisms, i.e. coordinate 
changes, see below), that satisfies certain formal properties.
These properties are motivated and can be deduced from the following heuristic approach.
In analogy with usual distributions acting on the space of smooth functions, we think of δ(dθ)
as an operator acting on the space of superforms as the usual Dirac’s delta “measure” (more 
appropriately one should refer to the theory of de Rham’s currents [17] but this matter will not 
be pursued further). We can write this as〈
f (dθ), δ(dθ)
〉= f (0),
where f is a superform. This means that δ(dθ) kills all monomials in the superform f which 
contain the term dθ . The derivatives δ(n)(dθ) satisfy
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f (dθ), δ(n)(dθ)
〉= −〈f ′(dθ), δ(n−1)(dθ)〉= (−1)nf (n)(0),
like the derivatives of the usual Dirac δ measure.
Moreover we can consider objects such as g(dθ)δ(dθ), which act by first multiplying by 
g then applying δ(dθ) (in analogy with a measure of type g(x)δ(x)), and so on. The wedge 
products (when defined, note that we cannot in general multiply distributions of the same coor-
dinates) among these objects satisfy some simple relations such as (we will omit the symbol ∧
of the wedge product):
dxI dxJ = −dxJ dxI , dxI dθj = dθjdxI ,
dθidθj = dθjdθi, δ(dθ)δ(dθ ′)= −δ(dθ ′)δ(dθ),
dθδ(dθ) = 0, dθδ′(dθ) = −δ(dθ).
The most noticeable relation is the unfamiliar minus sign appearing in δ(dθ)δ(dθ ′) =
−δ(dθ ′)δ(dθ) (indeed this is natural if we interpret the delta “forms” as de Rham’s currents) 
but can be also easily deduced from the above heuristic approach. To prove this formula we 
recall the usual transformation property of the usual Dirac’s delta function
δ(ax + by)δ(cx + dy) = 1∣∣det( a b
c d
)∣∣δ(x)δ(y)
for x, y ∈R. We note now that in the case under consideration the absolute value must be dropped 
in the formula above, because the scaling properties of δ(dθ) are driven by 
∫
δ(dθ)[d(dθ)] = 1. 
Under a rescaling θ → λθ (λ ∈R) we must have ∫ δ(λdθ)[d(λdθ)] = 1, but now dθ is bosonic 
and hence the fermionic d(dθ) scales as d(λdθ) = λd(dθ). Hence setting a = 0, b = 1, c = 1
and d = 1, in the correct formula:
δ
(
adθ + bdθ ′)δ(cdθ + ddθ ′)= 1
det
(
a b
c d
)δ(dθ)δ(dθ ′)
the anticommutation property of Dirac’s delta function of dθ ’s follows.
An interesting and important consequence of this procedure is the existence of negative de-
gree forms, which are those that by multiplication reduce the degree of a forms (e.g. δ′(dθ) has 
degree −1).
We introduce also the picture number by counting the number of delta functions (and their 
derivatives) and we denote by Ωr|s the space of r-forms with picture s. For example, in the case 
of Rp|q , the integral form
dx[K1 . . . dxKl ]dθ(il+1 . . . dθ ir )δ
(
dθ [ir+1
)
. . . δ
(
dθir+s ]
)
is an r-from with picture s. All indices Ki are antisymmetrized, while the first r − l indices are 
symmetrized and the last s are antisymmetrized. By adding derivatives of delta forms δ(p)(dθ), 
even negative form-degree can be considered, e.g. a form of the type:
δ(n1)
(
dθi1
)
. . . δ(ns)
(
dθis
)
is a −(n1 + · · · + ns)-form with picture s. Clearly Ωk|0 is just the space Ωk of superforms, for 
k ≥ 0.
Integral forms form a new complex as follows
· · · d−→ Ω(r|q) d−→ Ω(r+1|q) · · · d−→ Ω(p|q) d−→ 0. (A.2)
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morphisms. For generic morphisms it is necessary to work with infinite formal sums in Ωr|s as 
the following example clearly shows.
Suppose (θ˜1) = θ1 + θ2, (θ˜2) = θ2 be the odd part of a morphism. We want to compute(
δ
(
dθ˜1
))= δ(dθ1 + dθ2)
in terms of the above forms. We can formally expand in series about, for example, dθ1:
δ
(
dθ1 + dθ2)=∑
j
(dθ2)j
j ! δ
(j)
(
dθ1
)
.
Recall that any usual superform is a polynomial in the dθ , therefore only a finite number of terms 
really matter in the above sum, when we apply it to a superform. Indeed, applying the formulae 
above, we have for example,〈(
dθ1
)k
,
∑
j
(dθ2)j
j ! δ
(j)
(
dθ1
)〉= (−1)k(dθ2)k.
Notice that this is equivalent to the effect of replacing dθ1 with −dθ2. We could have also 
interchanged the role of θ1 and θ2 and the result would be to replace dθ2 with −dθ1. Both 
procedures correspond precisely to the action we expect when we apply the δ(dθ1 + dθ2) Dirac 
measure. We will not enter into more detailed treatment of other types of morphisms.
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